
General report

1.Factory scale
Although the factory area is not very large, they have many orders from all over
China and many orders from abroad. They have dozens of stores all over China,
so the production and sales capacity of this factory is good.

2. Production

deployment

The factory is very meticulous in the whole process of cabinet production. They
number all the panels, accessories, even the small screws into a set of system,
which can avoid the lack of accessories very well.

3.

Details of

inspection

instruction

As the cabinet of this order cannot be assembled for inspection,
and the goods are stacked together, so we can only conduct
inspection from separate parts, including: hardware accessories,
counter top, island, cabinet, door panel, sealing panel and back
panel, and then check the packaging.

Size Consistent

Color
Unified, in addition to the color of skirting is a little cream (warm
white).

Surface
finishing

The surface of door panel is flat and without bending and crack.
But around the edge of the plane there are small particles
protruding, not smooth enough.

Hardware
accessories

The quantity is complete, some parts quantity is more than the
standard.
Blum hinges and damper as agreed.

Packing:

The counter top is packed with plywood. This is very recognized,
because it is the Australian market, you can avoid fumigation. The
package of other cabinets is complete and safe. Only one set of
cabinets is packaged in one box and the label is clear, which
avoids the confusion of parts between different cabinets and
facilitates the installation of customers.



Questions & Solution

Goods delayed /
Veneer island counter top unfinished, has urged to finish
as soon as possible.(in fact the veneer products
production cycle is long, need to set aside enough time)

Color difference
The color of the skirting is partial to cream.
It is suggested that the same material as the PVC white
panel can be used to re-cut the skirting.

Surface
treatment

As same as this picture
shows

Because this is the problem on craft, (after
moisture-proof board cuts a side, the edge will have a
little uneven, need vacuum processing to stick up outer
layer PVC) , in fact, although polish the cut surface also
will appear such circumstance, because cut surface is
grain plank.
It is suggested that the PVC door panels should be
replaced with Lacquer finished door in future orders as
the cost allows. Lacquer finished door is better quality
and more beautiful.

PS: In my opinion, the factory strictly follows the requirements in the production process, because
they have a perfect system. What is more prone to problems are the salesman's drawing, product
details discussed with the customer, and communication. The factory only produced according to
the information provided by the salesman, because the factory did not communicate with the
customer directly. Therefore, the key to solve the problem lies in the good communication between
the salesman and the customer, as well as the control the risk in the link where the salesman is
likely to generate problems.



QC picture

Quantity checking

Color checking



Size checking

Thickness checking



Packaging checking

Model&Brand checking



Acceessories checking

Pre-install checking


